TOWNSHIP OF DENVILLE  
1 ST. MARY'S PLACE  
MORRIS COUNTY, NEW JERSEY  
Department of Public Works Purchase of  
Water Fittings and Valves  
Municipal Bid #1-2020  

ADDENDUM NO. 3  
June 17, 2020  

TO ALL CONCERNED:  

The original Contract Documents dated June 3, 2020, for the above-referenced Contract are amended as noted in this Addendum. This Addendum shall become a part of the Contract Documents and is to be attached thereto.  

Bidders are reminded that they must acknowledge receipt of all addenda on the designated page entitled “Acknowledgement of Receipt of Bid Changes Form”  

RE: Correction to multiple items and change in bid date  
Delete: Bid opening date of June 23, 2020 at 11am and June 25, 2020  
Add: Bid opening date of July 30 at 11am  

Clarification of items:  

Vendor questions referenced exactly how they were received and the Township clarification is written bellow in all caps.  

Line Item 1-6 You are asking to include retainers are you looking for a mega-lug as the retainer or a gland pack alos would like to know if this is open left or open right  

- MEGA LUG RETAINERS. OPEN LEFT VALVES.  

Line Item 7 I need to know if you are looking for a specific vendor like Bingham & Taylor or Tyler union does this include a #6 base and is this slip type or screw  

- SLIP TYPE. TYPE OR EQUIVALENT
Line Item Line item 9-11 Slip Type or screw on the valve box and should I assume 4-5 trench

- SLIP TYPE. 4-5 TRENCH

Line item 26 through 30 need OD of the pipe or at least type of pipe so I know what range I am trying to cover

- NOT PUTTING SEPARATE LINES FOR EVERY POSSIBLE O.D./PIPE TYPE/CLAMP LENGTH CONFIGURATION. PRICE SHOULD COVER CLAMPS FOR CAST IRON, A/C, DUCTILE PIPE AS SPECIFIED WITHIN THE SIZE.

Line Item 31 through 32 Cast Iron or Stainless rod and the curb box your referencing is Canadian

- STAINLESS ROD. TYPE OR EQUIVALENT

Line Item 33 need OD or type of pipe the 226 will be going on to be sure I am quoting the correct range

- NOT PUTTING SEPARATE LINES FOR EVERY POSSIBLE O.D./PIPE TYPE/CLAMP LENGTH CONFIGURATION. PRICE SHOULD COVER CLAMPS FOR CAST IRON, A/C, DUCTILE PIPE AS SPECIFIED WITHIN THE SIZE.

Line Item 34 through 37 Mueller does not make valve boxes any longer so I am assuming pavement adapters and rite hite adapter please confirm

- TYPE OR EQUIVALENT

Line Item 50 through 55 Need length of clamp as well as O.D.

- NOT PUTTING SEPARATE LINES FOR EVERY POSSIBLE O.D./PIPE TYPE/CLAMP LENGTH CONFIGURATION. PRICE SHOULD COVER CLAMPS FOR CAST IRON, A/C, DUCTILE PIPE AS SPECIFIED WITHIN THE SIZE.

Darlene Price, QPA
Township of Denville